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Example Turn at Bat

Just like in real baseball, you move the runners around the
bases to score.




1st at bat: Throw your first bag into the 2nd base hole.



3rd at bat: Throw your third bag into the 2nd base hole (moving
the runner on first to third, and you now have runners on second
and third).

Throw your bag at any hole.
1st base hole counts as a Single; 2nd base hole counts as a
Double; 3rd base hole counts as a Triple.
A Single scores a runner on second and third. A single also
moves the runner on first to second (not first to third).



A Double scores a runner on second and third, and moves
the runner on first to third (not first to home).

2nd at bat: Throw your second bag into the 1st base hole (scoring
the runner on second, and you now have a runner on first).

4th at bat: Throw your fourth bag into the 1st base hole (scoring
both runners on second and third).
Total runs for the inning = 3

A Triple scores everyone on base.
A Homerun scores everyone on base, as well as the batter.
Outs occurs when a bag does not go through a hole. Three
outs and you're done; no fourth throw.
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A Single scores a runner on second and third. A single also
moves the runner on first to second (not first to third).
A double scores a runner on second and third, and moves the
runner on first to third (not first to home).
A triple scores everyone on base.
A homerun scores everyone on base, as well as the batter.
Outs occurs when a bag does not go through a hole. Three
outs and you're done; no fourth throw.
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1st at bat: Throw your first bag into the 2nd base hole.



3rd at bat: Throw your third bag into the 2nd base hole (moving
the runner on first to third, and you now have runners on second
and third).

Throw your bag at any hole.
1st base hole counts as a single; 2nd base hole counts as a
double; 3rd base hole counts as a triple.
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2nd at bat: Throw your second bag into the 1st base hole (scoring
the runner on second, and you now have a runner on first).

4th at bat: Throw your fourth bag into the 1st base hole (scoring
both runners on second and third).
Total runs for the inning = 3
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